It's Judaism
The reason the Jew gets a nose job and changes their name from Hymie Jewitz
to Bob Dylan is the same reason the Jew always hides its agenda, that of
Judaism, in numerous name changes and political plastic surgeries. Hymie
Jewitz has got numerous snout jobs and name changes. Let’s take a look:
Communism, Christianity, Liberalism, Cultural Marxism, Islam, Capitalism,
Bankers, Illuminati, Hollywoodism, Globalism, and Libertarianism.
Judaism is a criminal conspiracy against all Humanity and the Planet. Judaism is
the problem. All the long list of Jewish names of the most known criminals are
not important. They are simply homegrown agents of Judaism and the fruit of its
wicked tree, formed in the soil of a thousand years of malice, greed, lies, murder,
hate and the desire to consume all life on Earth. The soil of the Jewish racial
soul, out of which the filth of the Torah and Talmud was born, to just give it a
name and contextualize its will to power, to murder, steal, and destroy into a
blueprint for world domination and the eventual destruction and extinction of all
life on earth. The name of the monster is Judaism. And ALL JEWS are a part of
its body. Everyone is just an evil little cell within it, that pumps its heart and fires
its malice-fueled brain. Driving its insatiable hunger for destruction. Consuming
the lives of hundreds of millions into its jaws by its many names over the
centuries. But like the mystic and hidden name of their Jewish god, all these are
masks for the hidden and made esoteric name of Judaism.
All Jews are filthy because all Jews are part of the body of Judaism. There is no
"Good Jew", only Jews. Just as a cell is never separate from its body. Is a Jew
ever separate from its body of Judaism?
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